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Virginia Tech Upsilon 
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia 


Chartered April 24, 1940. Number 21. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


The Upsilon chapter sought to improve the 
image of Pi Tau Sigma on campus, increase 
visibility of the organization, enhance 
membership, and seek out new funding 
sources. This year we have succeed in tripling 
membership, and are well on track to return to 
historical membership levels after several 
years in a downturn. 


Activities 
The Upsilon chapter has undertaken several 
significant changes this year in order to 
promote the organization and enhance 
membership.  
 
After an exhaustive study of our 
organizational needs, we have identified 
several key tasks for remaking the 
organization and are fashioning new jobs and 
responsibilities to fulfill these needs.  
 
By participating in several cross-discipline 
events, the Upsilon chapter has had the 
opportunity to create relationships with several 
potential sponsors and other organizations.  
 
In particular, the Upsilon chapter has focused 
on fundraising as a key challenge to address 
this year. Having raised nearly $600 in one 
semester selling pizza, the organization is now 
able to fund several new activities for next 
year, and will likely continue this activity next 
year.  
 
As is tradition, we organized and donated the 
senior composite picture to the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, featuring over 187 
graduates.  
 
This year also saw the return of the firesides, 
and the introduction of Faculty-Candidate 
dinners to introduce both faculty and 
prospective members to the mission of Pi Tau 
Sigma.  
 
The chapter worked to revamp our office and 
the accompanying student lounge to better 
accommodate our members, and to serve as an 
appropriate base of operation. 
 
Lastly, the Upsilon chapter was proud to send 
three delegates to the National Convention at 


Georgia Tech, and looks forward to sending 
more delegates to Michigan next year.  


Graduates 
Matthew Cobert – Pursuing Masters Degree at 


Virginia Tech 
Elizabeth Traut – Pursuing Ph. D. in 


Mechanical Engineering from Carnegie 
Mellon 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Omar Hafez  
Amanda Childs  


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Mina Habashy Ryan Heider  
Nick Konchuba Mark Meyer  
Meagan Montgomery Bryan Ong 
Evan Smith Robert Weidman  


Transfer of Responsibilities 
The chapter has been working diligently to 
create standard documents and to transfer 
relevant documents into a shared Google 
account accessible by all members. This 
initiative includes an organization-wide 
requirement that all events be documented and 
uploaded so that subsequent members can 
build off of our success.  


Plans for 2008-2009 
The chapter plans to continue the initiatives it 
began this year, to focus on enhancing the 
relationship we have with our alumni, and to 
seek out corporate sponsors.  
 
Additionally, the chapter is working to 
rekindle faculty involvement through firesides, 
dinners, and breakout activities.  
 
The Upsilon chapter will continue to work 
with other engineering organizations on-
campus, and organize social events as a 
cornerstone of our strategy to enhance 
membership.  
 
Lastly, the Upsilon chapter plans to organize 
several plant and factory tours, and to possibly 
recognize extraordinary faculty and members 
through an awards ceremony.  


Chapter Officers 
President Matthew Cobert 
Vice President Parham Shahidi 
 Omar Hafez 
Treasurer Craig English 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Marty Johnson 


Contact Information 
http://www.pitausig.org.vt.edu/ 
pts.upsilon@gmail.com 



http://www.pitausig.org.vt.edu/





Reporter 
Matthew Cobert 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2011-2012 


Virginia Tech Upsilon 


A. Initiations 


The Virginia Tech Upsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma saw a healthy increase in membership 


during the 2011-2012 academic year.  Two initiations were performed during the first half 


both the Fall and Spring semesters.  The candidates were selected based on their academic 


standing, in accordance with the requirement set forth by the chapter guide.  In order to better 


orient the candidates on the duties and guidelines of Pi Tau Sigma, an informal candidate 


social was held at a local restaurant, followed by the official initiation ceremony a week later.  


In the Fall semester, 25 members were initiated on October 20, 2011.  During the Spring 


initiation, 6 members were initiated on March 29
th


, 2012.  Both the Fall and Spring semester 


initiations took place on campus and followed the setting and procedure outlined in the 


chapter guide. 


B. Chapter Activities 


After a successful recruitment during the 2010-2011 academic year, Virginia Tech Upsilon 


Chapter sought to strengthen the chapter and become more effective at reaching out and 


helping the students and faculties of the Mechanical Engineering Department.  During the 


Fall semester, the chapter continue to serve the department by taking on the duty of 


organizing and sponsoring the annual senior composite.  In order to assist the seniors in their 


decision to pursuit research or industry after graduation, the Upsilon Chapter organized 


several “Fireside Chats” with faculties, as well as invited several companies to information 


sessions to establish connections for students.  The chapter also sought to provide service to 


the underclass engineering students by partnering with the Department of Engineering 


Education and sponsoring and organizing of a mentoring program, aimed to help guide 


Freshmen and Sophomore engineering students in establishing a productive study habit and 


more effectively planned their future engineering courses. 


The composite has been providing a legacy of every class of Virginia Tech Mechanical 


Engineering graduates since the early days of the university.  In order to continue the 


tradition and help the graduating Seniors leave a physical memory at Virginia Tech, the 


Upsilon chapter has volunteered to sponsor and organize the event.  The project consist of 


contacting a local photographer to set up a week of time when Seniors can schedule to have 


their portrait taken on campus and later compiled and displayed in the Mechanical 


Engineering Department on a 60”x40” framed compilation.  During the Fall semester, the 


new members were required to serve as assistance to the photographers for 2 one hour shifts, 


while the members initiated in the Spring semester were required to hand out miniatures of 


the composite to Seniors.  The Vice President of the chapter took on the responsibility of 


leading this project, while the rest of the leadership team assisted as needed. 


The Fireside Chats were organized by the Faculty Relations Chair.  The Director of Graduate 


Studies graciously accepted the chapter’s invitation to speak at an informal gathering.  The 


relaxed setting allowed for students to speak casually with the faculties and discuss their 







concerns regarding graduate school.  Topics such as admissions, fellowship, assistantship, 


research and post-graduation advice were discussed and questions were answered by the 


faculties as they were able.   


In order to support the graduating seniors who are interested in working in the industry, the 


chapter organized several information sessions.  The chapter reached out to companies such 


as GE Environmental Health and Safety Leadership Program, Honeywell, Kollmorgen, and 


GE Energy throughout both the Fall and Spring Semester.  Some of the information session 


took on the traditional format of a presentation in front of interested students, while others 


were more informal, involving students mingling with company representatives on campus or 


at the company’s site. The Corporate Relations Chair spearheaded the outreach effort, with 


the help of our Webmaster, who collected a digital copy of members’ resume, were able to 


provide several successful information sessions to both the members of the chapter and the 


general student population. 


After several meetings on the best method to have a wider influence in the College of 


Engineering, the leadership board decided to partner with the Department of Engineering 


Education and sponsor a Mentoring program during the Spring semester.  The Mentoring 


program is aimed at Freshmen and Sophomore engineering students.  By providing a group 


of underclass students with a designated mentor, the chapter hopes that we can help the 


younger students in their transition from general engineering courses into specific majors.  


The mentors consisted of chapter members volunteering 2 hours of their time every other 


week, while the chapter sponsored food and drinks for the mentors and their mentee. The 


new program received wide acceptance and the chapter plans to continue the program in the 


upcoming academic year. 


C. Other 


After a successful academic year, Dr. Scott Huxtable continue to serve as the chapter’s 


faculty advisor, providing valuable insight and advice in the structure and planning of many 


of the chapter’s events throughout the year. 


The following officers led Pi Tau Sigma during the 2011-2012 academic year: 


Jackey Chen, President 


Tyler Frantz, Vice President 


Phil Kwon, Faculty Relations Chair 


Stephanie Ball, Corporate Relations Chair 


Christine Beauchene, Webmaster 


 


The following officers will lead Pi Tau Sigma during the 2012-2013 academic year: 


Arturo Gomez Rubio, President 


Joe Ferrara, Vice President 


Matt Giewont, Faculty Relations Chair 


Matt Russiello, Corporate Relations Chair 


Affan Siddiqui, Webmaster 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2013-2014 
 


 Virginia Tech Upsilon 


A. Initiations 


 


The Virginia Tech Upsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma increased membership during the 2013-


2014 academic year by 25 members in the Fall semester and 3 members in the Spring semester. 


Following the chapter guide membership was offered off of academic standing via email. The 


President and Vice President made rounds to the largest classes of juniors and seniors to prepare 


potential members for their invitation. An informal social was held at a local restaurant followed 


by initiation a week later. Initiation was conducted following the procedures in the chapter guide 


on September 24, 2013 and February 27, 2014 for the Fall and Spring semesters.  


 


 B. Chapter Activities 


 


As in previous years the largest service taken on by the Virginia Tech Upsilon chapter was the 


organization of the Mechanical Engineering senior composites. Unlike other departments on 


campus the ME department does not pay for students photos to be taken by a photographer. Pi 


Tau Sigma works with the photographer, as well as members of the entire senior class to assure 


that the graduating class has a legacy to leave behind. Starting in November our officers, with the 


most effort contributed by the Vice-President, worked with a local photographer to provide a 


week long time slot for seniors to be photographed.  During this week new and old members 


alike volunteered to assist the photographer by collecting payment and helping to set up and take 


down equipment. As the composite was assembled the Vice-President took on the responsibility 


of checking the spelling of all students names, and organizing framing of the entire composite. 


By graduation a huge, beautiful composite showcasing our graduating class of over 300 was 


hung in the Mechanical Engineering building.  


 


On top of the service associated with creating a new composite for the class of 2014 Pi Tau 


Sigma was also asked to assist the department with the reframing of two composites from the 


1960’s that had fallen off the walls. To conclude chapter activities aimed at assisting the 


department Pi Tau Sigma officers also helped to re-label each of the mailboxes in the ME 


Lounge for the incoming class of seniors.  


 


From a philanthropic perspective members had the opportunity to participate in “The Big Event”, 


a day of service where students are able to assist homeowners around the New River Valley with 


any projects they may need done on their properties. The Pi Tau Sigma team was comprised of 


about 15 members who were able to assist in the clean-up of a yard for an elderly woman. 


Members also hosted and organized two resume workshops to help younger students from the 


College of Engineering prepare for upcoming job fairs. During these workshops our University 


Relation Chairs presented a short powerpoint to interested students on having a professional 


resume. After the presentation was over members met with each of students present and 


personally reviewed their resumes. The workshops were a great opportunity for PTS to help the 


college of engineering and to personally make an impact on students within the college.  







 


Continuing on to other professional development activities two company meet-and-greet info 


sessions were also put on by PTS during the academic year. In the spring semester PTS members 


were joined by members of Alpha Pi Mu (Industrial Systems Engineering honor society) for a 


resume info session presented by GE Aviation. After this info session a PTS member was given 


an internship offer. Later in the semester Schlumberger hosted an info session where a 


graduating senior was given a full time offer.  


 


Overall, the officers of the 2013-2014 school year feel as though we were able to begin to 


expand the roll of the society. We hope, that with the next set of officers the impact of PTS on 


the Virginia Tech community will only continue to grow.  


 


  


 C. Other 


 


Dr. Scott Huxtable continues to serve PTS as our faculty advisor providing insight and advice to 


the officers of the society. The following officers led PTS during the 2012-2013 school year:  


 


Jamie Cabaleiro, President 


Ricardo Cruz, Vice President 


Ian Shannon and Kevin Lefeave, University Relations Chairs 


John Kutz, Treasurer 


Jaewoo Park, Events Chair 


Yohan Yazdi, Webmaster 


 


The following officers will lead PTS during the 2013-2014 school year:   


 


 Jeremy Carpenter, President  


 Nathan Lauffenburger, Vice President  


 Tae Hoon Kim, Treasurer 


 Hardik Patel and Bruce Ayliff, University Relations Chairs  


Matthew Markland, Events Chair    


John Kutz, Webmaster  


   


 


  


 








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 


2012-2013 


Virginia Tech Upsilon 


A. Initiations 


The Virginia Tech Upsilon Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma saw a very healthy increase in 


membership during the 2012-2013 academic year. Two initiations were performed during the 


first half of both the Fall and Spring semesters. The candidates were selected based on their 


academic standing, in accordance with the requirement set forth by the chapter guide. In 


order to better orient the candidates on the duties and guidelines of Pi Tau Sigma, an 


informal candidate social was held at a local restaurant, followed by the official initiation 


ceremony a week later. In the Fall semester, 23 members were initiated on October 30, 2012. 


During the Spring initiation, 35 members were initiated on April 2nd, 2013. Both the Fall and 


Spring semester initiations took place on campus and followed the setting and procedure 


outlined in our chapter’s guide. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


This year, our chapter’s officer committee sought to set our efforts on not only membership 


recruitment, but promoting our society’s name around campus as well. Furthermore, we 


hoped that placing by emphasis on campus events, we would be able to improve the sense of 


unity between our incoming and existing members. Year after year, our largest campus event 


during the fall semester continues to be our organizing and sponsoring of the Mechanical 


Engineering Department’s “Senior Composite”. In addition to our traditional involvement 


with the Senior Composites, our chapter also sought to further promote the society by 


organizing tutoring sessions throughout the Fall semester. High student interest in our 


semester tutoring sessions led to our efforts in organizing large final exam review sessions at 


the end of the semester for a few of the historically more difficult mechanical engineering 


courses such as Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Heat and Mass Transfer, etc. During 


Spring semester initiation, it was brought to our attention that many of the students that were 


initiated into the society did so after having been involved with our society’s tutoring/final 


exam sessions. Moreover, our chapter seeks to continue the organization of these review 


sessions after seeing over a 500% increase in spring initiations as compared to the previous 


academic year. 


 


The composite has been providing a legacy of every class of Virginia Tech Mechanical 


Engineering graduates since the early days of the university. In order to continue the tradition 


and help the graduating Seniors leave a physical memory at Virginia Tech, the Upsilon 


chapter has volunteered to sponsor and organize the event. The project consists of contacting 


a local photographer to set up a week of time when Seniors can schedule to have their 


portrait taken on campus and later compiled and displayed in the Mechanical Engineering 


Department on a 60”x40” framed compilation. During the Fall semester, the senior 


composite also serves as a service hour fulfillment for the newly initiated students. The Vice 


President of the chapter took on the responsibility of leading this project, while the rest of the 


leadership team assisted as needed. 


 







With our chapter’s large increase in membership from the Fall semester initiation, our officer 


committee saw this as an opportunity to organize many more successful campus events 


during the Spring semester. During the Spring semester, our largest campus involvement was 


in Virginia Tech’s “Big Event”. This is a campus wide event held once a year during the 


Spring semester. On this day, Virginia Tech students are encouraged to make a “service 


team” and volunteer their time with families around the community as a way to give thanks. 


Our chapter’s involvement this year was large enough for us to create our own “service 


team” with approximately 40 chapter members that volunteered their time for the event. Our 


service team went out to a local family owned food shelter which was undergoing a 


renovation at the time, and helped with some of the manual labor. Our members found 


themselves reorganizing the shelter’s garden, mulching flower beds around the property, 


serving food, and painting the walls of newly renovated rooms for the shelter. Apart from a 


great event to bring socially together our members, this event also served as the service hour 


fulfillment for the Spring semesters’ initiated students. 


 


The last noteworthy activity our chapter partook in during the Spring semester was in several 


campus intramural sports. With our large number of Spring semester initiates, our chapter 


had more than enough students to form various teams in Virginia Tech’s recreational sports. 


Our chapter had a group of approximately 30 different members, including our faculty 


adviser, who loyally participated in intramural sports tournaments such as racquetball, inner 


tube water polo, and softball. These events brought many of the members closer together 


socially and were the source of many of our pictures found on our website! Our chapter’s co-


ed inner tube water polo team proudly finished with the intramural champion title at the end 


of the season as well!  


 
C. Other 


After a successful academic year, Dr. Scott Huxtable continue to serve as the chapter’s 


faculty adviser, providing invaluable insight and advice in the structure and planning of many 


of the chapter’s events throughout the year. The following officers led Pi Tau Sigma during 


the 2012-2013 academic year: 


 


Arturo Gomez Rubio, President 


Joe Ferrara, Vice President 


Matt Giewont, Faculty Relations Chair 


Matt Russiello, Corporate Relations Chair 


Affan Siddiqui, Webmaster 


 


The following officers will lead Pi Tau Sigma during the 2013-2014 academic year: 


 


Jamie Cabaleiro, President 


Ricardo Cruz, Vice President 


Ian Shannon and Kevin Lefeave, University Relations Chairs 


John Kutz, Treasurer 


Jaewoo Park, Events Chair 


Yohan Yazdi, Webmaster 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2010-2011 
 


Virginia Tech Upsilon 
 


A. Initiations 
 
The Virginia Tech Upsilon chapter of Pi Tau Sigma performed two initiations during the 2010-
2011 year. The initiates were selected based on the established academic performance levels in 
the chapter guide. Recruitment took place in the first half of each academic semester and 
included an informal information session at a local restaurant followed one week later by an 
official induction ceremony on campus. In the fall of 2010, 20 new members were inducted into 
the Upsilon chapter on October 28. In the spring of 2011, 15 new members were inducted into 
the Upsilon chapter on February 28. 
 
B. Chapter Activities 
 
During the 2010-2011 academic year, the Upsilon chapter focused on recruitment and the 
development of honor society programs to support the goals of Pi Tau Sigma. Three primary 
programs were developed to provide service to the department and support the growth of the 
chapter. As a year-long service activity, the Upsilon chapter coordinated and sponsored the 
annual senior composite. To support members and encourage active participation, two 
professional development programs were created and implemented. The faculty relations 
program provided information, networking and advice for members interested in entering 
graduate school. The corporate relations program provided information, networking and 
opportunities for members interested in entering the engineering workforce after graduation. 
 
The senior composite is the annual service project completed by Pi Tau Sigma at Virginia Tech. 
The composite provides a legacy of every class with a 60”x40” compilation of the graduating 
mechanical engineering seniors at Virginia Tech. Due to the scale and importance of the project, 
the activity was led by the Vice President. The year-long project involved all members of the 
honor society and each member completed two hours of required service as part of their 
initiation. In the fall, members assisted the photographer during three days of continuous 
photography sessions. In the spring, members distributed miniature copies of the composite to 
seniors. The composite is partially purchased with a sitting fee for seniors and the remainder of 
the purchase is sponsored by the Upsilon chapter. 
 
The faculty relations program was developed to support the professional interests of Upsilon 
chapter members interested in graduate school. The program was headed by the Faculty 
Relations Chair and provided information sessions with key faculty at Virginia Tech. The 
information sessions, termed “fireside chats”, provided an informal forum for members to 
approach faculty and discuss graduate school, admissions, fellowships, assistantships, research 
and post-graduation advice. Typically held on campus in the evenings, the fireside chats included 
coffee and donuts in a round-table style discussion. The future of the program will expand the 







sessions to include undergraduate research information sessions and lab tours coordinated with 
Virginia Tech faculty. 
 
The corporate relations program was developed to support the professional interests of Upsilon 
chapter members interested in entering the engineering workforce after graduation. The program 
was headed by the Corporate Relations Chair and sought to provide information and networking 
opportunities with industry recruiters and representatives. An official outreach letter was 
developed along with a resume book of active members. The Corporate Chair reached out to 
many companies, and developed working relationships that will hopefully lead to future 
networking opportunities and information sessions. Future efforts will include updating and 
maintaining contacts with Upsilon chapter alumni to provide opportunities for active members to 
reach out to various industries. 
 
In support of the Upsilon chapter activities, especially recruitment and corporate relations, the 
chapter website was updated and expanded. The website now includes details of all the activities 
listed above. This serves the purpose of providing a face to the name Pi Tau Sigma at Virginia 
Tech. It allows underclassmen to become familiar with the organization and builds a connection 
with the mechanical engineering community at Tech. Additionally the website includes a resume 
book of active chapter members. This provides a key tool for the Corporate Relations Chair to 
reach out to companies and pursue opportunities for Upsilon chapter members. 
 
The Upsilon chapter was not able to participate in the 2010-2011 national convention, but is 
planning to regain good standing by participating in the future. The efforts necessary to achieve 
this goal will involve fundraising activities built on the foundation developed in the 2010-2011 
year. 
 
C. Other 
 
Dr. Scott Huxtable accepted the responsibility of faculty advisor for the 2010-2011 year due to 
the departure of Dr. Marty Johnson. Dr. Huxtable will remain the faculty advisor for the 
foreseeable future to ensure the continuity of Pi Tau Sigma at Virginia Tech. 
 
The following officers led Pi Tau Sigma during the 2010-2011 academic year: 
Tim Battis, President 
Ryan Davenport, Vice President 
Todd Pickering, Faculty Relations Co-Chair 
Tory Smith, Faculty Relations Co-Chair 
Nick Konchuba, Corporate Relations Chair 
John Meier, Webmaster 
 
The following officers will lead Pi Tau Sigma during the 2011-2012 academic year: 
Jackey Chen, President 
Tyler Frantz, Vice President 
Phil Kwon, Faculty Relations Chair 
Stephanie Ball, Corporate Relations Chair 
Christine Beauchene, Webmaster 








Full Annual Chapter Report 
2019-2020 
Virginia Tech Upsilon 
Goals for 2019-2020 


The main goals of this year were to increase participation and active membership, 
continue providing assistance to the Mechanical Engineering Department’s Senior Portrait 
Photo-shoots, and develop our network of alumni through LinkedIn. 
Initiations 


As with past years, the Fall Initiation process started with an interest meeting that was 
held at a local restaurant for students that met academic requirements. The values of the society 
were discussed and how the society operates. A week later, the chapter held an initiation meeting 
for new members. There was also a make-up initiation for those who could not make the first 
initiation. The fall initiations took place on October 8th and 11th of 2019, respectively. There 
were eight in attendance for the first initiation and five for the make-up. Unfortunately, the 
Spring semester could not follow the same format due to the COVID-19 quarantine. Instead, 
zoom video calls replaced the in-person meetings. The initiation occurred on May 4th, 2020, 
with four members and initiates present. Pictures of the meetings are at the end of this report in 
order of occurrence. 
Activities 


This year marked the last time that the chapter will orchestrate the Senior Portrait 
Composites, as the department switched to a new vendor. With the change, members volunteered 
their time to help the new photographer with managing the flow of students and fitting them with 
outfits for the composite. The Chapter also held meetings to plan outreach in each of the 
society’s values: academic excellence, service, and networking; along with re-organizing 
administration. Unfortunately, some of the events fell through as quarantine started to take effect. 
The LinkedIn group page was created and alumni were contacted to probe interest and expand 
future students’ interaction. This aspect is in a good position for the start of 2020-2021 for 
creating events like info sessions or improving the pipeline for Pi Tau Sigma alumni. 
Officers 
2019-2020 Officers: 
President: Dominic LoPinto 
Vice President: Kyle Skiffington 
2020-2021 Officers: 
Graduate Advisor: Dominic LoPinto 
President: Jacob Martin 
Alumni & Networking Officer: Zachory Biggers 







 





